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Contact Details 
University of the Third Age 

Armidale Incorporated 
Mail to:   PO Box 1440 

    ARMIDALE   NSW   2350 

Phone:   6772 2752  

Email:  u3aa@iinet.net.au  

Office:  Rear of ASCA House 

    (enter from Markham   
  Street through backyard) 

    166 Barney Street 

    ARMIDALE   NSW   2350 

Office Hours: Monday to Wednesday 

    9:30am to midday  

   and at other times by   
   appointment 

Website: www.u3aa.org.au 

 Thanks to Ros Foskey and Cherry 
Stewart for putting their names 
forward to fill casual vacancies on 
your Committee. We look forward to 
meeting them at our next meeting 
and working with them this year. 
 Currently your Committee is 
seeking funding to carry out 
alterations to the roof over the South 
Room, as we have had problems with 
water inundations during the very 
wet weather. 
 Also, the committee is looking at 
ways and means to finance such 
items as replacing the lighting with 
better and more legal lighting throughout the building, 
painting all the interior areas, modernising the toilets and 
other important work that has been identified as essential.  Of 
course, money is the problem and we hope that these jobs 
can be done with donations or grants. 
RAY 

 The Executive  

President Ray Weston 0437 047 889 

Vice-
President 

Sue Cameron 0429 781 330 

Secretary Margaret Sims 0421 659 467 

Treasurer Doug Barber 0439 769 003 

Committee Roslyn Foskey  0402 153 005 

 Marnie French 0406 864 164  

 Laurie Pulley 6772 1124 

 Cherry Stewart 0459 020 573 

Newsletter  
Editor 

Dorothy Barnes 0427 753 781 

From the Desk of the President — Ray Weston 

Please support our sponsors: 
 

2AD, 2ARM-FM, Armidale City 
Bowling Club, CGA Country 
Glass and Aluminium, Eyecare 
Plus, Home Nursing Group, 
Moin and Associates 
(Lawyers), NECOM, New 
England Foot Clinic, New 
England Travel, Newling 
Gardens, Oak Tree Retirement 
Villages, Regional Australia 
Bank. 
For further information sponsors’ 
websites can be accessed from 

the U3AA website 
www.u3aa.org.au 
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University of the Third Age Armidale Inc   

PO Box 1440  ARMIDALE NSW 2350   

Profit & Loss   

1/01/2022  through  30/04/2022   

Income   

Subscriptions Received   

Membership Subscriptions $26,162.79  

Interest Received $16.29  

Donations Received $10,000.00  

Sponsorship $250.00  

Room Hire $60.00  

Total Income  $36,489.08 

Expenses   

Course & Activity Costs   

Internet, Venue Hire Fees $1,832.96  

Equipment Purchases, Maint & Repairs $979.69  

Photocopier, Postage, Stationery $1,176.79  

Cleaning, Electricity, Maintenance, Rates $2,587.56  

Licences and Fees, Subscriptions, etc $1,737.84  

Total Expenses  $8,314.84 

   

Net Profit (Loss)  $28,174.24 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE FIRST THIRD OF THE YEAR 

Doug Barber 
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 Things seem to be a bit hyperbolic, neurotic or 
verbose at the moment. Check the internet for a 
simple recipe like mashed cauliflower and prepare 
to be drawn into a huge explanation before the 
rather simple recipe and then at least 20 people 
responding. Some liked it, some found the way to 
use the garlic a bit underexplained. And so it goes 
on and on and on. People have to share, it seems. 
You’d think it was judgement day not a fairly basic 
procedure to make mashed cauliflower. And also 
you don’t have to read the comments but I made 
the mistake of downloading them into my recipe 
folder and caught a few of them as I did the delete. 
Also the long commentary before you actually get 
to the recipe seems to me gratuitous. I just want to 
make mashed cauliflower I don’t need a guided tour 
of the terrain. Perhaps they mean well, simulating 
anxious parents to ensure we can’t fail.  
 We are all grateful for access to so much 
information on the internet, especially stuff we can 
get easily like checking a word either spelling or 
meaning, checking some esoteric incident or person 
mentioned in a book. It’s just too luxurious but like 
everything else in life the challenge is negotiating 
the nonsense. And there is just so much of it.  
 Have we become more neurotic and needy or is 
it just that there is now a platform and the neurotic 
and needy get first dibs. 

incontinence”. There are so many 
spaces for this syndrome to manifest, such 
democratic spaces where people take themselves 
and their opinions very seriously even on subjects 
like mashed cauliflower. We all do I guess. But the 
problem I find with all this endless commentary, 
which I rarely bother to read, is that it is not very 
amusing.  
 It seems to me that a sense of the ridiculous, 
including one’s own ridiculosity, is an essential 
ingredient for enjoyment and coping with what life 
delivers, especially when confronted with the more 
profound inanities of the digital world 
 Would a campaign for wit, humour and brevity 
go down well with the internet guardians. Could a 

requirement to be a bit original or challenging or 
interesting be taken seriously by Mark Zuckerberg 
and his ilk. “No, too boring, too neurotic, too self-
serving” might be the response to flick people off. 
But I don’t think so. This rave is really a mild 
response to what it is that is keeping so many 
people’s eyes not only glued to the tiny screen and 
endlessly contributing but a vague concern that 
they might ultimately die of boredom. 
 A tradie doing some voluntary work on a 
bathroom at the place I am staying keeps stopping 
to attend to his phone. Perhaps he has ADHD or 
FOMO or finds the work tedious. He even came up 
with an esoteric woolshed he’s found in western 
Queensland established when shearing a few 
hundred thousand woolly creatures was considered 
normal. I guess that made his day. 
 When I was a kid, our loo always had copious 
copies of the Readers Digest where items like 
Laughter is the Best Medicine etc were well 
thumbed. In fact, as kids we were never without 
some reading matter and we weren’t all that 
discriminating. Our father subscribed to The 
Bulletin, known as The Bully and my mother The 
Women’s Weekly which in those days was full of 
short stories as well as helpful cooking and 
household hints. We devoured these publications 
indiscriminately. But no-one was the slightest bit 
interested in receiving our feedback.  
 Also because our mother was very strict about 
comics one of the men employed on our farm felt 
so  sorry for us he used to go into town and buy us 
comics and sweets which we would hide in the piles 
of wheat bags in the shed where we could consume 
them and luxuriate in the forbiddenness of it all. 
Luckily no one was able to participate in an internet 
debate to make us feel guilty, our provider feel 
guilty or our mother feel deceived. Or indeed to 
scent a syndrome to explain our erratic behaviour. 
So I guess what I am saying is that the internet is 
just another outlet for the wayward mind which 
when not focussed has an infinite capacity and 
appetite for the sheer and utter incidentality of life 
including long winded and wounded opinions about 
recipes for free on the internet.   
Rosemary Mort  

IT’S JUST A MISH MASH 

Recharge For Photography Group 
 

 After many years of 
service, Alan Walsh has had 
to hand over the reigns of 
the Photography Group this 
year. 
 A new exciting program 
is planned for the 

remainder of the year with review, discussion 
and instruction on each subject each time we 
meet. 
 The Photo Board is back up so when you 
come into the Office, have a look at what we’ve 
done in the prior fortnight. 
 Some topics include Mood Photography, 
Disguised, Ambiguity, Extra-Ordinary, Fur & 
Feathers - to name a few. 
 For more information contact Doug Barber 
on 0439 769 003 - There are spaces available  
for you to join us - Camera or phone use is 
fine. 

A big thank you to Andrew Whitehill of Country Glass & 
Aluminium for becoming a sponsor of U3AA.   

Please support cga when ever you can 

A New Sponsor–  

cga Country Glass & Aluminium   



NEXT NEWSLETTER DEADLINE 

 

1st August 2022 

 

Please email contributions to  

Dorothy Barnes 
dkbarnes134@gmail.com 
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 New Yorker  Mag 

Bridge for Beginners 
 Bridge is a partnership card game played with 52 cards and four people (2 pairs). It’s a popular game 
that’s considered a mind sport as it involves strategy, deduction, concentration and visualisation.  Bridge 
can promote your health and happiness as it involves both social interaction and sharpening your 
brain.  The game can be played at many different levels and you can go on to develop your bridge skills 
to suit yourself. 
 This introductory course will be followed by supported play that allows you to practice your new bridge 
skills under the guidance of experienced players available to advise you during the game.  Supported 
play session will be available Monday evenings 7-9pm and Tuesday mornings 9.30-11.30am. The venue 
(Armidale Bridge Club, 12 Rockvale Rd) has onsite parking. 

TABLE TENNIS ON MONDAYS 
 A new member, very keen to play, has volunteered to facilitate a 
new table tennis group on Mondays at 9.30am until 11.30am in the 
South Room of ASCA House.   
 For further information contact: 

Adrian L’Estrange on 0418 294 723. 

 Tai Chi for Health is based on a program started 
by a gentleman called Paul Lam, born in Vietnam, 
and raised in China by his grandmother. He 
escaped the Maoist regime, and in his teens he 
began to suffer from arthritis. In his 20’s, while 
studying medicine in Australia, his arthritis became 
debilitating. He became a GP despite his serious 
arthritis and began to find some relief in Tai Chi. He 
found he was able to successfully manage his 
arthritis. He developed a very good reputation in 
Tai Chi competitions as his medical practice grew. 
His interest grew to the point where numerous 
medical studies were performed that showed Tai 
Chi, and the Sun style, offered terrific benefits for 
people with arthritis. Tai Chi for Arthritis is 
supported by the Arthritis Foundation, and 
numerous international government bodies. 
 The benefits of Dr. Lam’s program Tai Chi for 
Arthritis are considerable, and its historical legacy 
is renowned. It is based on a fundamental law of 
nature known as dynamics, or yin/yang. It was 
developed as a form of martial art; however, the 
emphasis in Tai Chi is on kindness rather than 
aggression. In Chinese medicine, the idea of ‘chi’ is 
something like ‘life energy’. Tai Chi helps to 
cultivate better ‘chi’ by breathing exercises helped 
by meditation and movement. It is a gentle form of 

full body exercise. It increases flexibility which 
relieves arthritic pain; it improves balance and thus 
reduces falls; and it improves cardiovascular 
fitness. It is calming and relieves stress. It lessens 
the perception of pain and helps to combat 
depression.  And it’s fun. 
 Probably the most significant study concerning 
this program of Tai Chi for Arthritis was performed 
in Sydney, called the Sydney Tai Chi trial. The 
results showed that Tai Chi reduced falls by two-
thirds. Reports also affirmed that participants felt 
more confident about their balance by doing Tai 
Chi. They were more liable to enjoy movement 
such as walking, shopping, and generally getting 
out and about. 
 The teaching method is step-wise. That is, forms 
are broken down into small components. Gradually, 
these components are melded together to form a 
set. Tai Chi for Arthritis is a set of six forms that 
takes approximately six one-hour classes to learn. 
A further extension of the basic forms takes about 
the same length of time. 

 I look forward to sharing Tai Chi for Arthritis 
with you and the benefits it offers. Classes will 
commence on 28th July on Thursdays at 11.45 for 
one hour at ASCA House.   

Mary Buck 

New courses/activities are starting at U3AA in Semester  Two 

 All living things on earth today 
have senses many of which date 
back to genes still in use from 
LUCA, our Last Universal 
Common Ancestor.   
 Today most of our closest 
relatives have sight, hearing and 
other ways of sensing what we 
need to know about our 
environments. A band of radio 
waves reach us through the 
atmosphere from space, and we 
turned that to audibility and 
visibility very recently for radio 
and TV, as well as in radio 
astronomy, and the sensing and 
measuring of the huge range of 
electro-magnetic radiation which 

reaches us from space. The use 
of magnetic materials for 
navigation has been known in 
China for some 2000 years, and 
in Europe for some 1000 years.  
 This 6-week course on Radio 
Astronomy will concentrate on 
what we have been discovering 
and using in the radio and 
microwave radiation which 
reaches us from space, and how 
we make it visible to us, and try 
to estimate magnetic fields in 
space.  
 Classes will commence on 
17th August on Wednesday at 
10.45 at ASCA House. 

Margaret Sharpe 

Radio Astronomy and how we ‘see’ different wavelengths 

TAI CHI FOR HEALTH 



 
BOOK REVIEWS   

 This story is told in the first person by William 
Dickson. It begins when William is a seven- year-
old boy playing with his friend, Fat Norris in a wood. 
William coaxes his friend to climb higher up the 
tree. Fat Norris falls and dies from his injuries. 
William’s family and friends are very sympathetic 
and comforting to him. William realises that if he 
chooses the right victim and circumstances, then 
killing is easy. This is the start of a series of 
murders – for none of which William is blamed. 
 Although the story is told in William’s 
voice, there is another narrator. This is a 
second voice which is in William’s head. This 
voice plays an important role as it incites 
William to murder, rationalises and justifies 
his actions. William goes away to university, 
but problems emerge and he is referred to a 

psychologist. In discussions with the psychologist it 
becomes apparent that William’s memories of 
events and circumstances do not agree with 
versions given by others. 
 The first half of the book is largely concerned 
with the murders. The second deals with the 
development of William’s relationship with the 
psychologist and revelations of the role played by 
the voice (named ‘Little Bill’). The problem 
throughout the book is deciding what is true 
against what is William’s version of events and the 
role of ‘Little Bill’. 
 The book is well written and differs from the 
usual crime novel. However I found the second half 
was too long and drawn out. 
 
Jean Jackson 

 This book tells the tale of the Swarts, a wealthy, 
respected family living on a farm near Pretoria. The 
story opens on the day of Ma’s death when the 
family gathers together and The Promise of the 
book’s title is made clear.  
 The Black woman, Salome, who has worked for 
the family all her life is to be given the house and 
land where she is currently living. The Promise is 
not forgotten over ensuing years and is woven into 
the narrative. 
 The son of the family, Anton, is in the army and 
following a serious happening decides to run away. 
He divorces himself from the family and lives 
elsewhere for many years, only returning after Pa’s 
unexpected death. Elder daughter, Astrid, is a 
typical teenager and ends up marrying her 
boyfriend, following with a second marriage and an 

affair. Amor, the younger daughter, has always 
been regarded by the family as being a bit strange 
after she was hit by lightning and suffered burns. 
All three siblings are followed over their future 
lives. 
 The book is written in beautiful prose in 4 main 
sections, the only drawback being that many 
aspects are covered in each section. It can be 
difficult to ensure that you are reading about a 
designated person as the omniscient narrator 
jumps from character to character, revealing 
thoughts and actions. This technique is masterfully 
used by the author. The story ends in a most lyrical 
way with a return to The Promise of the opening.   
 It is noteworthy that this novel won the Booker 
prize in 2021.  
Marnie French. 

The Happiest Man on Earth  by Eddie Jaku 
 

 Following long years of study and graduation, 
Eddie attempted to find his family and was 
captured by the Nazis. In his book, he details the 
horrors of life in Buchenwald and Auschwitz where 
he was imprisoned, as well as his experiences on 
the Nazi death march, before he was rescued by 
Allied soldiers. Many times he was certain of death, 
and was saved by his exceptional ability with 

machines making him useful to the concentration 
camp authorities. 
 At the end of the War, Eddie found himself free 
but unable to settle. He married and described his 
first couple of years of married life as “challenging” 
for his new wife.  However, at the birth of his first 
son, Eddie sensed a need for change and vowed to 
value every day of his life and to live the best life 
he could with kindness and happiness.  
 In 1950, Eddie and his family moved to 
Australia, where he was soon successful in setting 
up a service station. At the age of 100 years he 
finally felt able to record his experiences in this 
autobiography. Describing himself as the happiest 
man on earth he lived by the maxim that happiness 
is something that we can choose. 
 All members of the reading group felt this was a 
book that could be highly recommended. 
Marnie French. 

Please Please Please  
HELP -  our garden is desperate for volunteers to love it! 

Ros Busby, our very dedicated gardening coordinator,  is keen to try a different approach. 
Would you be prepared to join a garden bed working bee (weeding, pruning, general tidy up)  

on the first Friday of the month, 9.30am start for approximately an hour? 
Please contact Ros on 0413 460 159 Page 4 
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The Promise    Damon Galgut 

The Screaming Tree    Phil Lovesey 


